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Fredrick Nietzsche once gave the following profound warning: “Beware that, when fighting 

monsters, you yourself do not become a monster... for when you gaze long into the abyss, the abyss 

gazes also into you.”  

Richard Mouw’s book Uncommon Decency: Christian Civility in an Uncivil World was written in 

1992, but is needed even more today in our age of the internet. Too often, when fighting for what we 

believe is true and right (especially online), we become ugly people in the process. Is it possible to win 

the battle and lose our souls in the process? The current election of Donald Trump has caused many 

American Christians to step back and ask that very question. What happens when we win public moral 

battles only to lose our private moral battles in the process? Is it worth losing our integrity to win a 

political or religious victory? Is it possible to stand up for Christian truth while at the same time being 

civil with those who disagree with us? This is what Mouw’s book is about. And he not only says that it is 

possible to be civil and stand for truth at the same time, but he says that this is the only real Christian 

option if we are going to love God and love people.  

Uncommon Decency weighs into heavy topics like the government, pluralism, sexuality, other 

religions and hell. Not so much to tell us what to think about these topics (there is no shortage of 

books/blogs out there already that will do this for you), but to teach you how to be civil with others 

regarding what you think about these topics. It is only by being civil that people will hear us, and it is 

only then that they may change their minds and behaviour. And we may even find ourselves changing 

our own minds and behaviors in some areas.  

I cannot recommend Uncommon Decency for our current Christian community highly enough. If 

you are not a reader and you only read one book this year, I would encourage you to let it be this one. I 

believe, if we do not heed the teaching Mouw is giving, the church will become increasingly irrelevant to 

the world we are called to influence. We will only end up yelling amongst ourselves about what other 

people are doing – which is about as effective as spitting into the wind. If anyone outside the church is 

going to listen to us, it will only happen if they feel like we actually love them and care about them. 

We’ve got a lot of work to do, because we have a hard enough time doing this with our fellow believers. 

We have got to learn to be civil, even when we disagree. God doesn’t just care about our standing up for 

what is right, he equally cares that we are being made right. 

Since God chose you to be the holy people he loves, you must clothe yourselves with 

tenderhearted mercy, kindness, humility, gentleness, and patience. (Colossians 3:13, NLT).  

If I had the gift of prophecy, and if I understood all of God’s secret plans and possessed all 

knowledge, and if I had such faith that I could move mountains, but didn’t love others, I would be 

nothing. (1 Corinthians 13:2, NLT). 

 

 


